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1. Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks consists of nodes as sensors which are 

interconnected each other for performing data aggregation.  The 

node sensor are devices which perceive the environmental data 

attributes like pressure, heat, motion , smoke , moisture etc. There 

are various types of applications in WSN which actually are based 

on functionality of nodes1,2. Where security issues is also an im-

portant area of research within WSN before.  Security reliability 

mechanisms are the key providers for exchange of data for securi-

ty. TLS, RSA and Kerberos which exist even before WSN.  

Whereas these protocols does not involves constraints of resource 

as important cause3. Here resource usage is minimized based on 

integrity, confidential, authenticity and availability should be 

maintain in all categories of WSN5. In order to manage the relia-

bility, authentication, confident and availability in a network6, we 

all attacks and method are not limited in various types of WSNs.   

Managing of key is the vital part related to security issues in WSN, 

which provides a security issues related to target based on WSN 

applications which gives less overheads and gain less overheads in 

sensor networks.  

It is important in a WSN to have a managing key strategy, that 

give security as per the guidelines and application related to WSN 

and which should provide fewer overheads in sensor nodes. Ener-

gy efficiency and secure communications is the based in WSN 

which consists of various levels of groups, in which every cluster 

contains of number of sensor devises. To achieve various levels of 

communications, depending on various groups based on system 

communication and clusters, effective total key management are 

used for exchanging the information between systems that finally 

provides the security among multiple clusters based on perfor-

mance. Here key and key-management methods presents in the 

literature based on clusters and cluster-based communication is 

learnt4. 

Likewise efficiency energy factor and security are the main chal-

lenging areas of research in WSN applications. The primary factor 

and essential vulnerable are the threats related to energy and secu-

rity scenarios which disrupt the network system communications. 

Our proposed method provides a joint technique for energy related 

problem and security issues. Out paper mainly emphasis on ad-

dressing the energy constraints and attack occurred in security 

related to Sybil.  

Discussion of Section II about the available techniques used in 

energy and security are studied based on the literature survey, the 

proposed study problem is discussed briefly in section III. The 

model of proposed in studies in IV section and also the study of 

benchmark and outcome algorithm in section V.  Section VI and 

VII discusses the result outcomes and comparative study. In Sec-

tion VII we conclude and remark the future study of the proposed 

2. Existing Work 

Various survey related to energy efficiency are done along with 

security optimality in WSAN and WSN.  This is mentioned below. 

Chenti .C and others, developed a routing algorithm protocol to 

provide energy efficiency in WSN7. The output of this provides an 

effective delivery rate of packets without any link failure, this 

algorithm doesn’t provide any security features. Recent study has 

been formulated by Takaishikaand others, are developed a tech-

nique which provide data aggregation to process data efficiently 

based on energy efficiency which mainly focuses on small sensor 

networks8.  Related works have be carried out by Matin Rahman, 

the author proposed an algorithm for increasing the life of the 

network which uses Swam algorithm9. This approach has the ca-

pability of increasing the energy only of 40% based on perfor-

mance bench marking. Energy addressing issues and life time 

reliability studies have been done by Heet and others, proposed a 

model based on greedy technique for estimating the coverage of 

sensor nodes10. The output of this provides less probability failure 

with very high reliable rates in life of network. He later compared 

the proposed algorithm with LEACH based on routing variant 

algorithm, he also addresses the issues related to energy issues.  

Xiong and Lihi, presented an ideal related to integration of smart 
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devices using sensors in a network related to Internet of Things11, 

he also included a security related cryptography communication 

for effective communicate and safe. However, the output is mainly 

compared with process time without check the QoS attributes 

based on throughput and packet loss. The basic study focuses on 

security was provided by chot et al, developed a techniques of 

mitigation to increase trust and security related to data redundancy 

and efficiency in energy trade off12. Hong et al, have developed a 

method that aims for mitigating attack of phantom13. The result of 

the study was computed with certain parameters of security and 

consumption of energy factor14. 

3. Problem Identification 

The identification of the problem is done with the study of the 

proposed as follows 

1. It is very difficult in computing complex task based on 

issues of energy and security threats jointly 

2. The existing work done are mainly focused on energy 

efficiency which is very much lesser than LEACH, this 

has given various reasons in problem identification. 

3. The techniques do not identify security addressing. 

4. They posses the same problem faced in LEACH based 

on clustering. 

5. Complexity of computational is focused very less. 

6. This has not been performed in large scalar network. 

7. The available crypto key protocols are too complex for 

execution on sensor nodes, the main protocols are 

MD5/MD4/SHA2/SHA1. 

4. Proposed Model 

The motivation has provided use to develop a joint address system 

problem based on energy effective and information aggregation 

secured method. The designed model named as Multi-Level se-

cured routing based on tree in terms of efficient energy using theo-

ry of probability for energy ensuring efficiency and authentication 

of routing network mechanism in WSN. 

 

Figure 1 Proposed Schema of STREE 

The main contribution of proposed work is explained in Figure 1, 

which is, 

1. To gain energy consumption optimal using multi-level 

tree structure approach 

2. To gain crypto secure protocol with less cost and effec-

tive against Kecakk and Sybila 

3. To validate the comparison over the proposed with Se-

cLEACH based on energy efficiency and security issues. 

By studying the issues related to the crypto security and energy in 

WSN, Multi-Level tree approach is considered as 

The block diagram MSTREE designed has be done using two 

phases, where the phase 1 address the model of communication 

and phase two address the model of security. 

The motivation has been done based on routing of hierarchical 

protocols; we have used a radio dissipation energy model in ener-

gy efficiency model. In our work, we developed a model which 

dissipates transmitter, which run whole of the network using elec-

tronic radio which supplies power to the sensors and dissipates 

energy receiver which run on electronic radio. 

The main focus in this part is for model design, which evaluates 

the efficient security and cost energy in WSN application. 

A.  Addressing Energy Problem 

MSTREE is based on multi-level logic value which chooses an 

optimal factor in identifying the energy efficiency in a hierarchical 

routing process in WSN. This algorithm uses a multi- layered 

clustering approach using tree structure logic for a approximation 

of single tree logic.   

Single-Tree logic Approximation: it uses a energy model of radio 

based on attributes related to data gathering in this phase related as  

(ETX, ERX, E amp etc.) the value are ensured based on the value 

of highest weight gained by the traffic flow based on tree hierar-

chy performance and flow factor.  

The main and crucial factor is approximation of clustering done 

from the root to the candidate node, this consideration is done 

based on attributes related to power factor and spatial attributes. 

Approximation of clustering is done on each stage of multi-level 

of tree structure in routing for gathering of information and updat-

ing of data between the root nodes based on power and coordi-

nates of the nodes, having a group cluster relationship between 

them15.  The main root nodes or sub-tree nodes will communica-

tion among themselves between the candidate nodes in an each 

cluster tree, which provides flexibility and reduces fewer over-

heads. Mainly in WSN overheads are occurred due to data redun-

dancy and duplicate energy deletion.  

Likewise to reduce and avoid redundancy in data in a WSN , 

where each root node collects the data-information through candi-

date nodes using the source of power, coordinates and matrix of 

adjacency based on time stamp and nodes which are co-related for 

packet movement or forward. Hence, redundancy data at a large 

scale is mitigated in single tree logic approximation method which 

will preserve energy lead in a tree structure. This factor of approx-

imation uses the mitigate stage of network reduction in overhead 

and depletion related to information and will allowto use reliable 

communication between the nodes of candidate from root nodes to 

heretical single node of network. 

Multi logic Tree Calculation:- It is the optimization process to 

single logic tree calculation to further extend the weighted factors 

of the tree. This method uses the best approximation on multi-

level root nodes in finding the weight factor Certain issues related 

to overhead are reduce with the usage of single logic hierarchical 

structure. At this stage this method is applicable to large tree struc-

ture which is changing dynamically of certain order. 

Our work adopts the assumption are based usually on sensor net-

work, based on base mobile station of some degrades the cluster-

ing performance with required energy and for delivery of data 

successful16. 

This phase of assuming states the node root are at sufficient dis-

tance from each level of tree , where each root node in a sub-tree 

may be selfish in forward the data packet due to energy efficient. 

The assumption has been done with following two goals, i) the 

nodes which are compromised will not delivery the packets but it 

drops the packets under each level and ii)  the sensor nodes which 

possess less battery power don’t forward the packet data , but it 

retains the power from the level of tree routing structure. 
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These types of issues are not notified in root node, which is identi-

fied in candidate node, but which is shown in delivering the data 

at the sensor nodes. Hence we use multi-level structure in finding 

the density of the node and its factor of density in identifying the 

energy required factor of batter power, pivotal zonal factor and 

factor of contiguity. 

The pivotal zonal factor is evaluated using correleation of spatial 

using the root node between multiple hop tree structure node to-

pology. 

MSTREE mainly focuses on technique of cryptographic light 

weight method for data aggregation and security process. In this 

phase, nodes of the candidate and root nodes will be provided the 

set based on random method indexers that are provided to the 

nodes.  

The model which has been considered will reduce attack of Sybil 

which won’t steal identity of the sensor-nodes.  The main deter-

mination is to authenticate the devises, so that if whichever com-

promise of nodes occurs, they cannot access the node resource or 

certain operation of packet forward has be done or restricted. Thus 

the issues of indexers will solve this problem. MSTREE performs 

symmetric key incorporating between the nodes used for commu-

nication within them. In our model MSTREE, we consider both 

static and dynamic key used for mobile investigation based on 

scenarios of vulnerability. 

The design of a scheme is done in such a manner that it gives vari-

able size of key using randomized key, where the previous works 

say they , we have to use a specific key and its size as unique. This 

can be done and adviser or attacker cannot guess the key size be-

fore cryptanalysis performance. We have identified an interesting 

security algorithm based on interest of case in solving the issues 

related to security in WSN. It is observed that common key is the 

main target in attack of Sybil in sensor nodes. Hence we use a key 

which encrypts the common key in reducing the attack of secure 

in WSN. This method not only reduces the attacks in wireless 

sensor nodes internally or externally. 

3. Implementation Algorithm 

MSTREE is normal implemented in NS-2 on 32 bit computer on 

window 7 OS as a platform design. The algorithm is implementing 

based on design of MSTREE into 2 parts. i) Energy efficiency 

addressing issue ii) issue related to security on the network. 

 Algorithm for Energy Effectiveness 

Input:  

N:  Number of Nodes,  

 

Tx Transmission range 

A:  Simulation Area, 

į:  size of incomingdata, 

ı:  energy required for hardware operation to 

process 1 bit of data,   

Lx,y:  Location of node, 

Amat adjacency matrix, 

Tstamp:  Time Stamp in packet, 

Rnode:  Root Node,  

Cnode:  Candidate Node 

 

Output: Nodes count with efficient energy  

 

Start 

1. Deploy simulation area by initializing  N, Tx and BF 

2. Calculation of tree weight by Single-Value Logic Approx-

imation to graph G=(V, E) 

3. Elect the base of root ArgMax (Eex) 

4. Build the Ĳ-threshold of tree GĲ 

5. for(j value1 to k)  do 

6. elect the node from tree i.e. njfrom GĲ 

7. differentiate njand elect as cluster head and make clusters 

K as C(n1),……C(nk-1) 

8. Build the matrix to store particular data of single treeMu-

nit_hop= Unique ()| ={BF, Lx,y, Amat,Tstamp} 

9. Initiate communication between root node to every nde 

and update Munit_hop. 

10. If communication information matche with Munit_hop. 

11. Abandon updating Munit_hop.. 

12. Re-predict the Node density. 

13. Predict the  ZPF=Corspat(Rnode,  Cnode) 

14. Evaluate CF={Corspat( Cnode),  Tstamp} //Reduce Overhead 

15. If BF<0, 

16. death of flag node 

17. Else 

18. Predict the remaining Nodes as Entire Node to node death. 

 Stop. 

 

Algorithm 1 highlights 

1. Describes the energy degeneracy extenuationmethod 

2. The algorithm molded in a random manner which is simi-

lar with real time consequence   

3. Tree structure is built by the use of graph and maps the 

sensor nodes with roots in WSNs, then treated by single 

valued reasoning as well as multi valued reasoningestima-

tion. 

4. Algorithm calculates the minimum energy required to pro-

cess 1 bit data and selection of root node is done by step 4, 

and later applies the cluster calculation method  

5. Neighbor nodes are selected by graph threshold factor GĲ 

6. Matrix Munit_hopis record the all transaction routing in-

formation 

7. Step 15 and 16 calculate the perform optimization of ener-

gy efficiency 

Sybil attack  MitigationAlgorithm  
 

Input: : indexers,1: BF,2: Node ID,3: Public Key 

Output: Encrypted Common Key 

Start: 

1. Initialize the nodes with random indexers ()  

n=rand(1, 2, 3) 

2. Randomize the size of the key 

//Perform authentication 

3. If nodex(3)==nodey(3) 

4. Don’t Generate key and abort connection 

5. Else 

6. Generate secret key as: 
 
 Skey1= | nodex(1)- nodey(1) |2+4.( nodex(2)- nodey(2)) 

  

7. if (  Skey1≠0) 

 

Knodes
| (nodex(θ1)−nodey(θ2)  Skey1| 

 2   
8. If (Knodes<key-chain)  
9. Skey2=Max(2||key-chain(Knodes)) 
 
10. Generate Common Key  
Scom_key=[Skey2||n] 
11. Perform encryption to key  
Senc_key=h(Scom_key)//keccak 

End 
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Algorithm 2 Highlights  

1. Describes about mitigation of Sybil attack  

2. All the nodes designed with random values 1, 2, 

…….n etc, where  1 is battery power aspect, 2 isID  of 

Node and  3 is Public Key.  

3. Values of attributes (1, 2, 3) changing in every com-

munication 

4. Group based communication is achieved by assumption 

that every sensor node contain certain public keys 

5. Authentication process enabled by broadcasting of RREQ 

control packet  

6. The interesting point behind the assumption of indexers is 

that with every cycle of data communication, all  

After evaluating keys for each node using this approach it is com-

pared with existing key chains to generate common key. Finally, 

the common key is further encrypted using advanced cryptograph-

ic hash function called as keccak. 

4. Result Discussion 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Evaluation of Alive Nodes 

Performance analysis of proposed work is compared with existing 

work with respect to energy efficiency as well as security. Hence, 

we choose to consider SecLEACH that has been pioneered by 

Oliveira et al17. Fig.2 shows that STREE is capable of ensuring 

retention of maximum number of sensor nodes upto 85% in com-

parison with SecLEACH that has only 14% energy conservation 

out of 600 simulation analysis.  

The major motive behind this is that SecLEACH accomplishes 

compound key delivery system without ample speaking the key 

size. Moreover, the key generation process is performed by i) key 

pre-distribution, ii) shared-key discovery, iii)path-key founding.  

Here STREE is very simple in operation due to simple one process 

key management system and cryptography, where the sizes of 

keys are climbable rendering to the susceptibilities recognized in 

the network apart from Sybil attack. 

 

Figure 3 Evaluation of Battery Power Factor 

Figure 2, gives the results of power battery factor for identifying 

the in order to know the drain energy rate of battery. The output of 

it shows in Figure 3, that SecLEACH is found descent in gradual 

imminent related to curve of energy and which is around 220 steps, 

the overall.  The network eventually dies with very high security.  

The main reason identified with facts of SecLEACH which leads 

to system overheads and efficiency in energy, MSTREE which is 

proposed will not compromise the attack of Sybil and give better 

efficiency in energy of the network. 

 

Figure 4 Deviation of Battery Power Factor 

Figure 4 shows the examination of the nonconformity in the Bat-

tery Power Factor for both SecLEACH and STREE. While pro-

cess is being approved out by using SecLEACH, it was originate 

that there is unexpected variation of energy foremost to advanced 

debauchery of energy.  

The major reason behind hand this is SecLEACH reflects big 

pools of keys and their IDs that are predefined. However, nobody 

of the node IDs vicissitudes as they just signify the sensor node, 

whereas in STREE, we select to reflect indexer which saves in 

altering at each round of communication with actual less overhead 

and safeguarding advanced level of security.  

Although STREE has fluctuation in Battery Power Factor, but it is 

quite stabilized as compared to conventional SecLEACH. 
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Figure 5 Evaluation of Processing Time 

Figure 5, provides the processing analysis time over conventional 

SecLEACH, which is based on clustering normal technique over 

the proposed MSTREE using cluster head and selected process. 

Likewise, the technique of encryption provides a very high num-

ber of possibilities iteratively based on routing information with 

node id for identification of attacks as and even we don’t com-

promise the proposed stolen attack is compared over SecLEACH.  

Hence, time computation is higher in computation time over pro-

cessing time. 

The proposed MSTREE at the starting stage of processing the 

logic of single value approximation, for improving the processing 

time it goes not show improvement around two hundred rounds of 

simulation of which 1100 rounds are done to simulate.   

As multi-level approximation logic is gained by re-adjusting the 

topology matrix of adjacency to reduce the redundancy of data 

migration. Hence MSTREE performs better in flexibility both in 

energy and at security level too. 

5. Conclusion 

Security ensuring is the challenging issue related to efficiency of 

energy which has very less investigation in WSN. The basic issues 

are related to security and energy efficiency effectiveness based 

on topology and sensor node balance. To evaluate the issue, we 

propose a STREE  routing hierarchical protocol which mitigate 

the issues of security and energy in a very large scale networks.  

The unsettled network in wireless sensor network related to ener-

gy and balance is done approximately using cryptographic analy-

sis, this method developed provides security related to Sybil and 

lethal attacks made on nodes. This method addresses the issues of 

routing and energy. The multi-level tree routing provides provides 

a balance in energy and routing and take care of security issues in 

routing the structure topology. The algorithm is compared with the 

existing SecLEACH protocol which preserves energy and pro-

vides security better compared to other  in processing time and 

deviation. The future work can be extended in considering the 

delay routing technique based on worm hole and etc. 
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